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ABSTRACT: Quantum-chemical studies of enzymatic reaction mechanisms sometimes use truncated active-site models as simplified alternatives to mixed quantum mechanics molecular mechanics (QM/MM) procedures. Eliminating the MM degrees of freedom reduces the complexity of the sampling problem, but the trade-off is the need to introduce geometric constraints in order to prevent structural collapse of the model system during geometry optimizations that do not contain a full protein backbone. These constraints may impair the efficiency of the optimization, and care must be taken to avoid artifacts such as imaginary vibrational frequencies. We introduce a simple alternative in which terminal atoms of the model system are placed in soft harmonic confining potentials rather than being rigidly constrained. This modification is simple to implement and straightforward to use in vibrational frequency calculations, unlike iterative constraint-satisfaction algorithms, and allows the optimization to proceed without constraint even though the practical result is to fix the anchor atoms in space. The new approach is more efficient for optimizing minima and transition states, as compared to the use of fixed-atom constraints, and also more robust against unwanted imaginary frequencies. We illustrate the method by application to several enzymatic reaction pathways where entropy makes a significant contribution to the relevant reaction barriers. The use of confining potentials correctly describes reaction paths and facilitates calculation of both vibrational zero-point and finite-temperature entropic corrections to barrier heights.

1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum chemistry offers a unique means to understand how enzymatic catalysis works at an atomistic level, providing detailed mechanistic information that is not easily available from experiment. Hybrid quantum mechanics molecular/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) computations combine the accuracy of QM methods for reactive chemistry with the ability of classical MM force fields to provide a good description of conformational energetics, including nonbonded interactions,1−3 and are widely used in the study of enzymatic catalysis.4 On the other hand, QM/MM calculations often require specialized software beyond the self-contained quantum chemistry programs that are already in widespread use by many practicing chemists. As such, QM-only (“cluster”) models of the active site are a popular, simpler alternative.5−9 In cases where the quantities of interest are reaction barrier heights and thermodynamics and where large-scale conformational changes of the protein can be ignored, the QM-only approach affords the means to map out a reaction pathway in atomistic detail, identifying the relevant barriers and intermediate species. As compared to a QM/MM molecular dynamics simulation, tracing reaction pathways with QM cluster models may be more satisfying to a mechanistically oriented chemist and may furthermore suggest how chemical synthesis can be used to alter the enzyme’s native function. Furthermore, with the continuing improvement of computer hardware and quantum chemistry software, new and more sophisticated ab initio methods can be integrated into the active-site model, which may not be feasible for long timescale QM/MM simulations.

In the absence of a full protein backbone, however, steps must be taken to ensure that a truncated model remains faithful to the structure of the enzyme’s active site. This usually involves fixing certain atoms in their crystallographic positions (in what has been called the “coordinate locking” approach5,6,9), in order to avoid unrealistic deformation of the active-site model during geometry optimization. The model system itself must also be selected carefully. Smaller models may not be faithful to the reaction energetics and may introduce artificial strain (and thereby exaggerate energy differences) in the presence of fixed-atom constraints. Larger models resolve the strain problem, and QM regions with ∼300 atoms have been shown to afford converged energetics.10−20 In addition to increased cost, however, larger models may be
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subject to the “multiple minimum problem” that is well-known in the context of protein folding. To avoid this problem, it is necessary to constrain additional atoms close to the truncation points, where the active-site model is trimmed from the crystal structure.

The use of fixed-atom constraints in active-site modeling is simple, popular, and successful, but it is not without problems. The most obvious way to fix certain atoms in space is simply to zero out their contributions to the gradient, but this requires that the optimization be performed using Cartesian coordinates, which is extremely inefficient. Nevertheless, this approach is trivial to implement and is used in several popular quantum chemistry programs including Q-Chem, NWChem, and ADF. Although it is possible to implement fixed-atom constraints using Lagrange multipliers, so that the optimization can be performed more efficiently using internal coordinates, this does not solve the problem of how to handle fixed-atom constraints in vibrational frequency calculations. The usual solution is to give the constrained atoms infinite mass, in which case they do not contribute to the normal modes or to the zero-point energy (ZPE), regardless of whether this is physically correct or not. Calculations on enzymes that use this procedure often report small imaginary frequencies (typically < 50 cm⁻¹) for structures that are interpreted to be local minima, which are often brushed aside as numerically unimportant to the magnitude of the ZPE correction. This is certainly true at 0 K, but low-frequency modes make a substantial contribution to the finite-temperature vibrational entropy. Imaginary frequencies of the aforementioned magnitude can alter room-temperature free energies ∆G by 1–5 kcal/mol in some cases, and as such the fixed-atom approach renders free-energy calculations unreliable in QM cluster models of enzyme-catalyzed reactions.

That said, vibrational entropy changes in enzymatic reactions are often found to be quite small, provided that the reaction does not induce a large-scale conformation change in the protein, so entropic effects are frequently ignored in the QM-only approach. This is justified by the observation that many enzymatic reactions proceed via an induced-fit or “lock and key” mechanism, for which it may be reasonable to assume that the vibrational entropy is approximately constant along the reaction path and therefore ∆H alone dictates the fate of the reaction. Even so, reliance on enthalpy alone is problematic for reactions that liberate or consume a gaseous species such as CO₂. In such cases, the entropic energy contribution can alter room-temperature free energies ∆G by 1–5 kcal/mol in some cases, and as such the fixed-atom approach renders free-energy calculations unreliable in QM cluster models of enzyme-catalyzed reactions.

In the present work, we show that the introduction of soft confining potentials for the “anchor atoms” accomplishes the same goal as fixing those atoms in space but without the problems outlined above. In a sense, these confining potentials are a form of penalty-function optimization, albeit a physically motivated one. This approach fits naturally within a standard vibrational frequency calculation or reaction-path optimization algorithm, with only trivial modifications to the software. Operationally, this facilitates the use of what are effectively fixed-atom constraints, but unlike traditional fixed-atom constraints the use of harmonic confining potentials does not increase the complexity of the quantum chemistry calculations.

2. METHODS
In the present work, we introduce an additional, classical term into the energy expression, namely,

\[ V_{\text{conf}}(\mathbf{r}_i, \mathbf{r}_{ij}, \ldots) = \frac{1}{2} \sum \mathbf{k} ||\mathbf{r}_i - \mathbf{r}_i^0||^2 \]

This potential confines the ith atom (with coordinates \( \mathbf{r}_i \)) to its crystallographic position, \( \mathbf{r}_i^0 \). In the present work, active-site models are trimmed from the protein at the Cα carbon of a peptide bond, so the force constant \( k \) is chosen to resemble that of a C–C bond. The first derivative of \( V_{\text{conf}} \) is added to the gradient of the electronic energy and then the geometry optimization is performed without constraints, using delocalized (non-redundant) internal coordinates. Vibrational frequency calculations can be performed without modifying the atomic masses, by adding the second derivative of \( V_{\text{conf}} \) to the Hessian of the electronic energy. This method has been implemented in a locally modified version of Q-Chem and verified against finite-difference calculations (Table S1).

Figure 1 provides a pictorial illustration. The confining potential \( V_{\text{conf}} \) replaces a bond between the active-site model and the protein backbone with a spring having a similar force constant (Figure 1b). The harmonic motion of the confined atoms affords the flexibility necessary to obtain correct energy profiles and ZPE corrections, whereas the fixed-atom method locks down the terminal atom in space (Figure 1c).

In the applications presented below, active-site models are constructed by clipping at the Cα carbon and replacing this carbon atom with a methyl group, with only the Cα atom (not the methyl hydrogen atoms) subjected to the confinement potential in eq 1. To test this method and to determine an appropriate force constant \( k \) in eq 1, we examine the spectrum of vibrational frequencies obtained for the dipeptide Gly–Ala, with methyl capping atoms subject to confining potentials. Figure 2 plots the difference \( \Delta \nu \) between vibrational frequencies computed for this confined model versus those computed for the free dipeptide without any constraints, for several different values of \( k \). Stiffer force constants afford larger
useful precursors in the synthesis of anti-inflammatory drugs. The two-step mechanism (Scheme 1) proceeds via formation of an enediolate intermediate. The intermediately formed dipeptide is selectively protonated at the carboxyl group. The free dipeptide to one in which both terminal carbon atoms are subject to harmonic confinement using various values of the force constant \( k \) in eq 1. All calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory. As in subsequent enzyme calculations, the anchor \( C_\alpha \) atoms (indicated in green in the ball-and-stick model) are replaced by methyl groups. The free and constrained dipeptide structures were each optimized separately.

The bulky substituent (phenyl group in Figure 3) resides on the solvent-exposed hole, leaving the enantiotopic carboxylate group in the hydrophobic pocket. Dioxyanion holes help to stabilize the pro-\( S \) carboxylate group via hydrogen bonding, culminating in protonation of the enediolate intermediate from the \( si \) face, resulting in formation of the \( R \) product. The presence of Cys188 is also important in obtaining the desired stereochemistry of the product, and replacing this residue in the wild-type enzyme results in different stereoselectivity or in the absence of stereoselectivity. Isotopic labeling experiments with \(^{13}\text{C} \) and \(^{18}\text{O} \) reveal formation of the \( R \) product with stereochemical inversion at the \( \alpha \)-carbon. It is also demonstrated that elimination of the pro-\( R \) carboxylate group is the key for decarboxylation, which appears to be the rate-limiting step, since no isotope effect is observed in deuterated water.

Quantum-chemical studies of active-site models bolster the case for the two-step mechanism in Scheme 1, consisting of decarboxylation of the substrate followed by protonation of the enediolate complex. A small model with 81 atoms that includes the dioxyanion hole and the Cys188 residue affords energetics that are consistent with this mechanism but is unable to emulate the enantioselectivity that is observed experimentally. To describe the enantioselectivity, a larger model consisting of 223 atoms with additional active site residues around the dioxyanion hole was considered. Calculations using a substrate with a bulky substituent [methyl(phenyl)malonate, Figure 3] suggest that binding of the substrate to the enzyme is key to enantioselectivity, as there are substantial differences between the binding affinities of the substrate leading to the \( R \) product versus the \( S \) product. In contrast, the energetic difference between these binding motifs is quite small in the case of methyl(vinyl)malonate, due to the lack of a steric effect in the absence of the bulky phenyl group.

In these cluster model calculations, the traditional "coordinate-lock" formalism has been used, or in other words what we have called the fixed-atom approach. A disadvantage of that approach in the context of AMDase is that it makes the whole model system too rigid, which artificially amplifies the steric effect.
Furthermore, the fact that the AMDase-catalyzed decarboxylation reaction liberates CO₂ suggests that changes in vibrational entropy cannot be neglected in the first step of Scheme 1. In such cases, fixed-atom optimization is not a good choice, as the use of rigid constraints makes the ZPE correction ambiguous, and may result in imaginary frequencies corresponding to bending modes associated with the fixed atoms.

In what follows, we will compute the reaction profile for the two-step mechanism in Scheme 1 using both fixed-atom constraints and harmonic confining potentials.

3.2. Model I. We will consider the decarboxylation of methyl(phenyl)malonate by AMDase, using two different active-site models from ref 37. The first of these is the 81-atom model shown in Figure 4, which consists of the residues needed to form the dioxyanion hole. These include Gly74, Thr75, Ser76, Tyr126, and Gly189 along with the proton source Cys188. This model lacks the solvent-exposed and hydrophobic cavities. All amino acids were truncated at Cα except for tyrosine, which was replaced by phenol (following ref 37), and the model system has a net charge of −2. The positions of five anchor atoms are constrained; these atoms are indicated in Figure 4.

All calculations for model I have been performed using the B3LYP functional with the D3(BJ) dispersion correction. Geometry optimizations and harmonic frequency calculations were performed using the 6-31G(d,p) basis set, with additional single-point energies (at optimized geometries) computed using the 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis set. The SG-1 quadrature grid is used for all DFT calculations. Solvation effects have been incorporated using the conductor-like polarizable continuum model (C-PCM), in its intrinsically smooth formulation, with ε = 4 and a van der Waals cavity for the solute, constructed from atomic radii \( r_{\text{atomic}} = 1.2 r_{\text{vdW}} \). The energetics reported below correspond to the B3LYP+D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2d,2p) in C-PCM, with vibrational ZPE corrections.

Optimized structures for the R and S isomers of the enzyme/substrate complex of methyl(phenyl)malonate and AMDase, corresponding to the 81-atom active-site model I of ref 37. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity, and arrows indicate the anchor asterisks.

**Figure 3.** Schematic depictions (based on ref 37) of the R and S enantiomers of the intermediate enediolate in the active site of AMDase. Note the steric clash of the phenyl group in the hydrophobic pocket, in the case of the S isomer.

**Figure 4.** Optimized structures of the R and S isomers of the enzyme/substrate complex of methyl(phenyl)malonate and AMDase, corresponding to the 81-atom active-site model I of ref 37. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity, and arrows indicate the anchor asterisks.
the same five atoms that are indicated in Figure 4, and both approaches afford similar structures for each stationary point. (See Figure S1 for an overlay of structures optimized using either set of constraints, and note in particular that the optimized positions of the anchor atoms deviate from their crystallographic positions \( r_0 \) by no more than 0.04 Å, as shown in Figure S2.) As such, a one-to-one comparison of the reaction energy profiles is appropriate. The energy difference between the \( R \) and \( S \) isomers of the reactants is \( \approx 1.1 \) kcal/mol larger with fixed-atom constraints as compared to harmonic constraints; see Figure 5.

In the two-step mechanism of Scheme 1, the intermediate species is stabilized by six hydrogen bonds to the dioxyanion hole and the entropic effect is significant when proceeding from the first transition state (TS1 in Figure 5) to the intermediate, partly due to the translational entropy of \( \text{CO}_2 \): \( S_{\text{trans}} \times (298 \text{ K}) = 11.1 \) kcal/mol. The fixed-atom method affords several small imaginary frequencies for the stationary points, whereas all of the frequencies are real when harmonic constraints are used. As compared to the harmonic-confiner approach, the fixed-atom method affords energies that are slightly higher (by up to 1 kcal/mol) for both the \( R \) and \( S \) isomers of TS1 and the intermediate species. The proton-transfer barrier (intermediate \( \rightarrow \) TS2) is about the same in both cases. The initial barrier (reactants \( \rightarrow \) TS1), which constitutes the rate-determining step, is somewhat exaggerated in all of these calculations as compared to the experimental estimate of 14–16 kcal/mol.\(^5\) The harmonic-confiner approach predicts that the \( R \) isomer of the products is more stable as compared to the \( S \) isomer, in agreement with a previous theoretical study using the B3LYP-D2 functional;\(^3\) however, the fixed-atom approach affords \( S \) as the lower-energy isomer. Overall, these calculations support the established mechanism regardless of which approach is used to constrain the anchor atoms, albeit with slightly different energetics depending on the nature of the constraints.

Along with adding flexibility to the model system that eliminates imaginary frequencies and thereby affords proper local minima, use of harmonic constraints significantly accelerates structure optimizations by allowing them to proceed in internal coordinates. (As mentioned in the Introduction, several popular quantum chemistry packages require optimizations using fixed atoms to use Cartesian coordinates.) Figure 6 compares the number of optimization steps that are required to locate the various stationary points for model I of methyl(phenyl)malonate in the active site of AMDase. Stationary points correspond to the reaction profiles depicted in Figure 5. Cartesian coordinates are used for the fixed-atom optimizations, whereas delocalized internal coordinates are used for optimizations with harmonic constraints.
AMDase, comparing fixed-atom optimization in Cartesian coordinates to harmonically confined optimization in delocalized internal coordinates. The former often takes many hundreds of steps, a number that is dramatically reduced by the method introduced here, without the need to modify the electronic structure program beyond the trivial addition of eq 1 and its gradients. Furthermore, even if a Lagrange multiplier algorithm is employed, in order to use internal coordinates in conjunction with fixed-atom optimization, there remains an issue with vibrational frequency calculations, which are subject to artifacts due to the need to set the anchor-atom masses to infinity. In our experience, setting these masses to infinity results in imaginary frequencies more often than not. This problem has been noted in other studies as well.  

3.3. Model II. A second, larger model of the AMDase active site that includes the hydrophobic and solvent-exposed cavities was introduced in ref 37. In addition to the amino acid residues included in model I, this model includes additional residues Pro14, Pro15, Leu40, Val43, Tyr48, Val156, Met159, Gly190, and Leu77, the last of which is hydrogen-bonded to Ser76. In all, the model contains 223 atoms with 17 anchor atoms and a net charge of −2. Geometry optimizations and single-point energies were computed at the same levels of theory as for model I, and optimized enzyme/substrate complexes corresponding to the R and S product isomers are shown in Figure 7. (Not all of the anchor atoms are visible in the figure; see Table S2 for the complete list. Figure S3 shows the optimized anchor atoms deviate from their initial crystallographic positions by no more than 0.035 Å.)

In the case of the enzyme/substrate complex leading to the R isomer, the bulky phenyl group stays in the large solvent accessible cavity; see Figure 3. For the S isomer, the hydrogen bonds of the carboxylate moieties and the dioxyanion hole are intact but the methyl group inhabits the solvent-accessible cavity, leaving the phenyl group exposed to the smaller, hydrophobic cavity. As such, the S complex is destabilized relative to R, by 6.4 kcal/mol in the case of harmonic constraints but 12.4 kcal/mol when optimized with fixed-atom constraints. These relative energies are listed on the reaction profile for model II that is presented in Figure 8.) The rigidity of the model when fixed-atom constraints are employed has the effect of exaggerating the energy gap, leaving the atoms involved in the reaction caged inside a fixed framework that is unable to expand even by a fraction of a C−C bond length.

Examination of the energy profile for the R isomer (Figure 8) reveals it to be quite similar to that of model I except that the rate-limiting TS1 barrier height is significantly reduced, from 19.0 kcal/mol (model I) to 14.8 kcal/mol (model II). The latter is in much better agreement with the experimental estimate of 14−16 kcal/mol.75 The change in the TS1 barrier height is smaller for the S isomer: 21.0 kcal/mol (model I) versus 22.3 kcal/mol (model II). The difference is that the enediolate intermediate is destabilized by the steric hindrance, with a large phenyl substituent that stays in the small solvent-accessible cavity. To avoid this, the substrate stays farther away from the active site and is therefore less accessible. This difference becomes more apparent for TS2, as inversion of the stereochemistry causes additional steric repulsion with the large substituent, in the case of the S isomer, resulting in a much larger TS2 barrier as compared to that predicted by model I.

Overall, both models support the feasibility of the two-step mechanism in Scheme 1, but only the larger model explains the enantioselectivity. We should emphasize that these were the conclusions reached in the original computational study of ref 37, in which models I and II were introduced and optimized using fixed-atom constraints. In the case of model II, however, the present work demonstrates that the more rigid fixed-atom approach predicts a much larger difference between the energies of the R and S enzyme/substrate complexes and a much larger barrier height for TS2. In addition to demonstrating that harmonic constraints relieve the artificial strain of the fixed-atom models, the main result of the present study is the demonstration that the number of optimization cycles can be dramatically reduced, without the need for specialized optimization algorithms, via the use of simple harmonic confining potentials.

4. TAUTOMERIZATION OF α-KETO ACIDS BY 4-OXALOACETONATE TAUTOMERASE

The bacterial enzyme 4-oxalocrotonate tautomerase (4-OT) catalyzes tautomerization of unsaturated α-keto acids, as shown in Scheme 2. Its crystal structure reveals a trimer of dimers (Figure 9a),74 with each monomer composed of 62 amino acids and six active sites present at the dimer interface.75,76 The general mechanism of the reaction catalyzed by 4-OT is presented in Scheme 3 and is supported by both theoretical calculations78−79 and experimental studies.80−82 In this mechanism, a proline residue (Pro1) snatches a proton from the C3 position of the α-keto acid, whence the latter undergoes a structural change due to conjugation, giving rise to a different tautomer by releasing the CS proton to proline. The proline remains in the deprotonated state, which helps it to act as a Lewis base for the reaction.

Three Arg residues of the trimer play an important role to stabilize the carboxyl and carboxyl groups of the substrate by forming hydrogen bonds.28,75−77,83−86 QM/MM studies have shown that barrier heights are larger when these residues are not included in the QM region.77,86 Only a moderate lowering of the barriers is observed when single-point calculations are performed on QM regions enlarged to include these three residues, but upon subsequent geometry optimization using the larger QM region, the resulting structures exhibit much lower barrier heights and a different binding motif for Arg39", as compared to models based on QM regions that exclude the
three Arg residues. QM cluster studies support the mechanism in Scheme 3 and suggest that the ability of Pro1 to act as a base helps the substrate to tautomerize. The calculations suggest that proton transfer from C3 to Pro1 is the rate-determining step. These calculations predict a very stable intermediate species, consistent with the fact that the pK_a of Pro1 in the active site is similar to that of the substrate.

The 4-OT mechanism is an important test case for QM cluster models because charge separation in the intermediate makes this mechanism difficult to model accurately if the QM region is small. In ref 28, a smaller model system with 77 atoms (Figure 9b) was benchmarked against a larger model containing 177 atoms, and both were found to support the two-step mechanism outlined in Scheme 3. The role of the continuum dielectric constant proves to be interesting in this case. For the larger model, the value of ε has almost no effect over the range 2−80. This indicates that the residues explicitly included in the QM region provide the necessary polarization effects. In contrast, the value of ε does affect the energetics in the case of the smaller QM model, although the effect is small and saturates quickly, i.e., there is little difference between results obtained using ε = 4 and those with ε = 16.

To compare the energetics of the fixed-atom versus the harmonic-confiner methods, we have calculated the energetics for the smaller "model system A" of ref 28, which qualitatively reproduces the results inferred from the larger model system. This model is made up of the substrate 2-oxo-4-hexenedioate, the proline residue Pro1 that serves as the proton sink, the three aforementioned arginine residues (Arg39″, Arg61′′, Arg11′), and finally two crystallographic water molecules (W1 and W2). The model contains 77 atoms and has an overall charge of +1. As for the AMDase example in section 3, optimizations and frequency calculations were performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d,p) level followed by single-point energy calculations at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2d,2p) level.

Both methods of constraining the anchor atoms support the mechanism presented in Scheme 3, in which Pro1 acts as a base to shuttle a proton from the C3 to the C5 position of the substrate. For this small model system, both TS1 and the intermediate species exhibit some stabilization due to the dielectric continuum, which is unsurprising given that the first step of the mechanism is proton transfer resulting in a positive charge on Pro1 and a negative charge on substrate. Unlike a previous QM cluster study of this mechanism, however, our results exhibit two distinct transition states regardless of the value of ε, including the vacuum case (ε = 1). In the

Scheme 2. Tautomerization of α-Keto Acids Catalyzed by the Enzyme 4-OT

Scheme 3. Proposed Mechanism of α-Keto Acid Tautomerization Catalyzed by 4-OT. Adapted from ref 28. Copyright 2007 Elsevier.
calculations reported in ref 28, which were carried out at an identical level of theory \([\text{B3LYP}/6-31G(d,p)]\) except for the absence of a dispersion correction, only a single transition state is obtained when \(\varepsilon = 1\). Two distinct transition states, corresponding to the mechanism in Scheme 3, begin to emerge when \(\varepsilon = 2\), and for \(\varepsilon \geq 4\), there is an intermediate that is clearly lower in energy than TS2.\(^{28}\)

In the present study, the intermediate emerges as a much more stable species that is present even for \(\varepsilon = 1\), and the energetics that we obtain for this small model system ("model A" of ref 28) are in better agreement with the larger model system ("model B") as compared to calculations on the smaller model system in the original work of ref 28. That the Arg39" residue and the water molecule W1 are sufficient to stabilize the negative charge that develops on the substrate in the transition states and in the intermediate is supported by both of the QM cluster models. Our results also confirm that the presence of a dielectric continuum (\(\varepsilon > 1\)) does make a difference in the energy profile that is obtained but that the effect is largely saturated by \(\varepsilon = 4\).

Figure 11 shows the cost comparison between the two methods for imposing constraints on the anchor atoms. As in the AMDase example of section 3, the number of optimization cycles is dramatically reduced when the fixed-atom constraints are replaced by soft confining potentials, as this enables the optimization to proceed via delocalized internal coordinates. The fixed-atom approach results in small imaginary frequencies, whereas each of the local minima exhibits only real frequencies when harmonic confining potentials are used.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Examples for three structural models of two different enzyme-catalyzed reactions demonstrate that the method of soft harmonic constraints is significantly more efficient than fixed-atom optimization using Cartesian coordinates. While alternative optimization methods exist, which can constrain the anchor atoms without the need to use Cartesian coordinates, the harmonic-confiner approach has the advantage of being incredibly simple to implement in any electronic structure code. Geometry optimization with soft harmonic constraints results in displacement of the anchor atoms by no more than 0.04 Å (and often much less) for any of the examples considered here while preserving correct physics for the ZPE contributions. Proper local minima (with no imaginary frequencies) are obtained without any special steps taken to guarantee this. In contrast, the fixed-atom approach requires that the masses of the anchor atoms be set to infinity, which effectively excludes them from the normal modes and often introduces small imaginary frequencies in what are supposed to be local minima. The appearance of imaginary frequencies renders the fixed-atom approach useless for finite-temperature free energy calculations (e.g., barrier heights \(\Delta G^\circ\)), because low-frequency imaginary vibrations make sizable and unphysical contributions to the vibrational entropy. More generally, the fixed-atom approach introduces artifacts into the low-frequency part of the vibrational spectrum (see Figure S5) and should not be considered reliable for vibrational frequency calculations.

The use of soft harmonic constraints avoids artificial rigidity and strain in the truncated active-site models. In the specific case of the tautomerization of an \(\alpha\)-keto acid by the enzyme 4-oxaloacetate tautomerase, we are able to use harmonic constraints in conjunction with a smaller, 77-atom model...
system to mimic the energetics of a larger 177-atom model. When fixed-atom constraints are used instead, these two models exhibit very different energy profiles.

Given the favorable results presented here and the abject simplicity of the harmonic-confiner approach, we see no reason why this method should not be quickly adopted in other quantum chemistry programs, as a replacement for fixed-atom optimizations. Use of soft harmonic confining potentials should quickly become the standard approach in “QM cluster” active-site models of enzyme-catalyzed reactions. This should be beneficial not only for QM cluster modeling, as currently construed, but also as the field shifts into even larger QM models using a combination of hardware and software improvements, protein network analysis, and fragment-based approximations.
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